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Purpose: A large population of ametropic scuba divers wear contact
lenses.We discuss opticsandcornealphysiology,aswell asthe types
of contact lensesthat are appropriatefor underwater activities.
Methods We reviewed an extensive body of literatire to formulate
guidelines to aid the contact lens fitter in satisfying individual sport
diver's needs.
Results: Optical factors such as image displacement and light wavelengthshifts requirethatcontact lensesfor underwaterusebesuitably
modified. Underwater images appear nearer and larger (requiring
greater accommodation) and are made up almost exclusively of the
short wavelength end of the spectrum. Correction of presbyopia, in
particular, is influenced by these factors. For example, presbyopic
contact lens-correctedmyopes requiregreater near adds underwater
than when viewing the same objects in air. In general, presbyopes
shouldconsider monovisioncorrectionto facilitateunderwatervisual
tasks. Althoughdiverswearingrigidgas permeablecontact lensesrun
the risk of morecorneal problems than soft lens wearers if conservative ascents are not adhered to, there are no compelling reasons to
change lens types in patients who are already fully adapted. Soft
contacts, while very stableon the eye during diving, present a greater
risk of lens contaminationby sea or fresh water exposure. However,
the latter problems are easily overcome by using disposable soft
lenses.
Conclusion: In this paper, we present several suggestions for lens
material, modifications requiredfor underwaterametropiacorrection,
and wearing modalitiesfor the sport divers. An understandingof the
dramatic changes that impact the propertiesof light, corneal physiology, and visual perception which accompany the diver below the
surfacewill enable the contact lens fitter to design a lens appropriate
to the needs of the individual patient.

Introduction
The underwater scene observedby the scuba diver under
optimal conditions may be breathtaking, but it can also be
visually unsettling. Consider, for example, that objects underwater are illuminated primarily with blue-green light and undergo a 25% displacement toward the eye. Furthermore, light
scatter reduces the visibility of even large objects. Such constraintsof vision arecompoundedevenfurtherfordiversrequiring ametropic or presbyopic corrections. The latter groupprobably amounts to one-third of the more than 3 million certified
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diversin the United States,since 20% are over age40, and about
25% of most populations are 6 D or more myopic.'
The wearing of contactlensesby a growingportion of the
sportdiving population has long been accepted as the most
convenient and optically appropriate s~lution.~-~
But the attendant problems associated with lens wear while diving can be
quite complex and not entirely free of danger to the
Indeed, a huge international literature exists detailing many
aspectsof lenswear whileengaged in underwateractivity.1°It is
the specific purpose of this study to describe the relevant
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parameters before attempting to fit the ametropic sport diver
who (as opposedto commercial divers)typicallylimit the depth
and duration of a dive.
Before considering the factors involved in contact lens
dispensing to divers,it isimportant to recognizefirst how image
formation in an aqueous medium impacts on lens design decisions.

The modifying properties of water on light
There are three major factors which affect image formation underwater: (A) scatter, (B) wavelength shifts, and (C)
image displacement.
Scatter: Scatter occurs when photons encounter suspended particlesof organicandinorganicmatter.Itvaries widely
with geographicallocation;but regardlessof the divelocale,the
degree of turbidity greatly affects the amount of light available
for vision, particularly along the diver's line of sight. In the best
circumstances, it has been calculated that only 20% of surface
lightreaches to a depth of 33 feet." Theconsequentlightloss,by
itself, obviously reduces the perception of small high contrast
objects,but moreimportantly,scatteralsoattenuatesthecontrast
(defined by the luminance ratios of object to its background)
which affects the visibility of objects of all sizes.'*Furthermore,
light strikingsmall particles alsoproduces back scatter,making
objects beyond the point of regard even less visible.
Scatter is not the only phenomenon that reduces light
quantity below the water. Astheobliquityof lightincidentonthe
surface changes with time of
the
of light
diminishes as the critical angle in water (48.6 degrees) is
approached. Beyond this angle, the quantity of light actually
entering the water is markedly reduced.
Wavelength Shilt: Long wavelengths are quickly absorbedenteringwater, thusproducinga bluesh@ evenatmodest
depths.13-14Under these circumstances, the human eye becomes
myopic15 because of its chromatic aberration (Figure 1). Restricting incident light to the short wavelengths also reduces
visual acuity.This derives from the fact that contrast sensitivity
and spatial resolution diminish when stimuli are composed of
bluish 1ight.l6J7Therefore, while it may at fmt appear that the
myopiainduced by theprevalence of shortwavelengthsmay aid
accommodation(dueto simpleobject-imagedisplacementconsiderations) in near point situations, there is still an overall
degradative acuity effect15 In fact, we will show that any
accommodative advantage produced by a blue shift is overwhelmed by thefocusingdemandimposedby underwaterimage
displacement.
Vision problems induced by the shift to short wavelengths may belessenedby using atintedmask(Figure 1).Some
manufacturers of diving masks (such as Sea Vision, St. Petersburg, FL) have attempted to color compensate for the shift by
using yellow or pink faceplatetints, though the extent to which
overall light transmission is reduced by this maneuver is unknown, It should also be recalled that if the diver is old enough
(i.e., 50yearsandover)tohave significantocularlensyellowing,
a natural blue absorbing fdteris produced. In fact,by thetimewe
reach age60 only one-third of shortwavelengthsincident on the
the CLAOjournal

B. IN WATER

C. IN WATER WITH A TlNTED FILTER

Figure 1 A. Light incident on the eye is dispersed toform a chromatic
interval.Short wavelengths(solidline)arefocused about 1 D infront of the
retina and long wavelengths (dashed line) about 0.50D behind the retina.
B. In water, the long wavelengths are selectively absorbed producing a
chromaticintervalcomposedalmostentirely of shortwavelengths;thinner
lines indicate absorprion has taken place. C. By placing a tinredfilter of
appropriate color (yellow orpink), balance is restored between the short
and long wavelengths.

eyereachthe retina;by 70years of ageanotherone-third is lost.18
Image Displacement: A forward displacement of an
object under water (toward the face mask) is affected by the
difference in index ofrefraction between air and water (nwernak/ nw,,). l9 Therefore, underwater objects appear approximately 25% closer to the faceplate than their true distance.17
While this foreshortening produces a 1 . 2 5 magnification,
~
the
displacement also requires an increased accommodative effort
to maintain object-image conjugacy on the retina. Combined
with the shift to the blue wavelengths, image displacement
places an onerous accommodative burden on the scuba-diving
myopic presbyope. Figure 2 shows the additional amount of
accommodationrequired to maintain a focused image at differentdistances.Note that even at the 70cm,0.5 Dmore accommodation is required.

Vision undetwater
Withand Withouta Mask: The primary purpose of a face
mask is clearly not to protect the eyes, but to provide a chamber
of air within which the optics of the eyes arepreserved. Without
a mask, the water-eye interface reduces the refractive power of
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sphericpressureequals 1bar or 14.75poundsper squareinchand
doublesevery 33feet of descent. At a depthof 33 feet,therefore,
the partialpressureof inhaled oxygen is twice that of the surface
and the partial pressure of oxygen within the mask is concornitantly increased. The increased pressure also causes more dissolved gases to enter tissues as compared with surface condltions. When pressure is reduced (during the ascent), these
dissolvedgasesareexpelled.Thereleaserateisdependentonthe
ascent rate.
There are a number of variables governing gas release
(ofS-gassing),suchas depth and durationof the dive. In addition,
tissues that have a high rate of blood flow and high circulation
areconsideredfast compartmentsandoff-gasmorequicklythan
tissues with minimal blood flow. The cornea and tear film are
exceptionsto this rule. Althoughthere is no blood flow, the gasdissolving
of these tissues (andtheir purging)is very
rapid. Such a fast exchange may alsoproduce bubble formation
beneath a contactlens, an event which may decreaseacuity.The
mechanics of this phenomenon for rigid gas permeable (RGP)
lenses (rarely observed under soft lenses) is described below.
Bubble FormationBeneath a RGP ContactLens: Bubble
formation under RGP lenses fabricated from a great variety of
materials have been reported by many investigators. 9,27-30 The
actual formation of bubbles is simple and based on a combination of two factors: tear dynamics and Boyle's Law. There is
general agreement that as the diver ascends, outgassing (probably of nitrogen, although this is controversial) from the cornea
and from the tear film produces the bubbles trapped under the
contact lens.27,30-32
ASthe diver approaches the surface,the size
of the bubbles increases in diameter. Poor tear exchange resulting from a tight lens or faulty blink behavior then traps the
bubbles behlnd the lens.27.33
If the bubble diameterexceeds that
of the tear film depth, spherical impressions (dimpling)will be
impressedon the cornea producing blurry ~ i s i o n . *Typically,
~,~~
blink mechanics are not normal during ascent because divers
tend to stare through the mask while looking upward in an
attempt to orient the body using vision.
In one study, the bubbles disappeared withln 15 to 20
minutes after the diver returned to surface atmospheric pressure.3In another study,it shouldbe noted that when divers wore
PMMA lenses, bubbles were noted even at modest depth and
duration, the effect being easily resolved by lens fenestrationF7
For recreational diving, it has been found that appropriately
controlled ascent greatly reduces bubble formation.
Oxygen Supply to the Cornea within the Mask: Normal
oxygen metabolic requirements of both the cornea and conjunctiva are dependent on the intrinsic oxygen uptake of these
tissues as well as their surface area. Therate of oxygen uptake
is 7 pL/cm2/hourby the cornea and 1.5 pL/cm2/hour by the
conjunctiva. Taking into account the relevant surface areas,
one can calculate that the oxygen requirement for both eyes is
about 30 pL 0, pLhour. Despite the fact that sport divers
breathe compressed air (and not compressed oxygen), it is
readily apparent that there is ample oxygen available to the
corneas considering that: 1) to avoid mask squeeze the diver
exhalesthrough his nose into the mask, and 2) the volume of air
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Figure 2 Because objects u n d e ~ e r a p p e a r 2 5 % c l o s e r t ot h e e ,more
accommodation is required to retainobject-image conjugacyat the retina.
The graph shows that at typical scuba diving viewing distances, 0.75 to
1.00 D of additional accommodation are needed.

the eye by two-thirdsFOWhile very high myopes may sufferless
under suchcircumstances,nodiverwishes tohave vision further
compromisedin anenvironmentwhichdegradatesretinal image r ~ . ~ ~
We will not discussthemany disadvantagesof a spectacle
correctionmounted in the mask except to point out the obvious
fact that vision is lost bothduringthe diveif the mask isremoved
in an emergency, and upon reemergence when the mask is
normally removed.Comparedto thematerialexpensesof diving
equipment and travel, any required ametropic correction with
contactlensesisa trivial expense,sincescubaenthusiastshaving
finally arrivedat their favoriteunderseagrotto,certainlywish to
view the scene with the utmost clarity.

Contact lens wearing considerations
Efect of Pressure: The increased atmospheric pressure
encountered as the scuba diver descends has been studied
intensely by physiologists and physicians for over 50 years.
Interestingly, one of the first effects noted very early on, long
before underwater activity became commonplace, was the formation of gas bubbles in the vitreous and retinal circulation of
various animals subjected to conditions of inadequate decomp r e ~ s i o nHowever,
.~~
the vast majority of recreationaldivers do
not engage in diving requiring decompression and ophthalmic
manifestations of decompression sickness are
Nevertheless,minor ocularproblemsareknown tobe associated
~ ~ .we
~ ~shall consider only the specific probwith d i ~ i n g .Here
lemsof cornea-contact lens interactionthat may be experienced
by the sport (and not by the commercial) diver.
First, it shouldbe statedthat there is no effect of increased
atmosphericpressureon the corneal curvature underwatersince
the globe is filled with an incompressible fluid. Indeed,
keratometry performed in a hyperbaric chamber has demonstratedthat there is no change in K-readingseven at a simulated
depth of 165feet.26But increasedpressures do affect the partial
pressure of the gases within the mask. At sea level, the atmo-

-
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in a mask is about 200 mL.Consider alsothat the concentration
atthe beginningof the diveis 20.8% oxygen andatthe endof the
dive might be equivalent to expired oxygen (16%).We can
calculatethat the total volume of oxygen is 3,200 pL, more than
100times the requirements of the conjunctiva and the cornea.
Cornealhypoxiais no morelikely to occurwhile divingthan on
the surface.
LensLoss: Surprisingly,lenslossisnot aproblemin scuba
d i ~ i n g . ~Soft
~ - ~ lenses
'
are unlikely to become dislodged and
RGP lens wearers reportlittledifficultyin maintaining a lens on
the corneaeven when a mask is flooded. Somediveenthusiasts
have submerged their heads into water without a mask to
demonstrate that by half closing the eyes a RGP lens will not
d i ~ p l a c eClearly,the
. ~ ~ ~ ~ samepartiallidclosuremaneuverwould
work equally well with soft contacts,though because of the lens
size and fibng characteristics, displacement (and, ultimately,
a
theseobservationsmust
loss) is
the fact that most the studies and
evidence is provided by experienced lens wearers.
Lens Type Recommendations: Adapted RGP lens wearers,regardlessof lens type, shouldnot be encouragedto change
lens types. The literature is replete with contradictory data on
RGP lens loss during mask filling, induced corneal edema,and
the like.27,30v38
A careful reading of these reports clearly demonstrates,however,that the RGP lens wearer is innovative,daring,
and extremely adaptable! Only a negative patient experience
should entice the examiner to change lens type. After all, a well
fit RGP lens allows more oxygen to the cornea than most soft
lenses,doesnot allow irritatingsubstancestobe absorbed by the
lens material even after prolonged exposure, is durable, and
requires minimal care.
But the majority of arnetropic scuba divers (like the
general population) wear soft contact lenses and many of the
same considerations we ask of surface lens wear apply to
underwater use. For example,doesa softlenspreventthecornea
from receiving sufficientoxygen in the confines of a mask? In
point of fact,the corneaprobably gets more oxygen through the
lens underwater than on the surface. As a diver descends, the
partial pressure of oxygen increases so that even a soft lens of
modestDk willtransportmoreoxygen ascompared with surface
conditions. In addition, it is generally reported (and confmed
by the authors' own experience) that the very humid mask
interiormakes softlensesextremely comfortableforunderwater
wear.
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Figure 3 Underwateractivity imposes a double accommodativeburden
on the contact lens correctedmyope broughtaboutby both the contact lens
optics and theforward image displacement.For e x ~ p l ethe
, contact lens
corrected myope viewing an object at 40 cm must accommodare 1.50 D
more than when viewing the same object through spectacles in air.

duringscubaor snorkelingactivitiesis arare occurrence,and no
special lens fitting considerationsare required.
However, the absorptionof water (particularlyfresh water) by soft lenses clearly increases the possibility of serious
i n f e ~ t i o n .Lenses,
~ . ~ ~ RGP or soft, shouldbe thoroughly purged
in a rinse solution containingdisinfectant after surfacing,even
aftersmallexposuresto water duringthe very limited divetimes
incurred by the recreational diver. We suggest the use of
disposable lenses (such as the Vistakon Acuvue Daily Wear),
sinceremovingand disposingof a lensimmediatelyafteradive,
and rinsing out the eye with artificial tears containingdisinfecting preservativebefore inserting a new lens, will greatly reduce
the risk of corneal or conjunctivalinfection.
One often overlooked problem is that defogging chernicals are often applied to the inside of masks;divers wearing soft
lenses should minimize the use of such agents, since the lenses
may absorb them and be a source of irritation.

Ametropic correction using contact lenses
The YoungMyope: For myopes under age40,with at least
4 D of accommodation,the main concern is simply correcting
the additional myopia incurred by the blue shift. The actual
amountof additionalminusrequiredcanbe ascertainedby using
the duochrome test during the contact lens fitting exam. For
example, the examiner may wish to overcorrect with enough
minus so that the patient reports that letterson the green side of
the red-green chart appear darker. The additional amount of
minus power (probably between -0.50 and -1.00 D) should
suffice.If thepatienthas colorcompensationfiltersbuilt intothe
face mask, the duochrome test should be performed with the
mask over the contacts.
Theoretically, a low myope of about -0.50 D may not
require any correction while underwater because of the 1.25%
magnification.But such apatientmay still be myopic becauseof
the blue shift. Even the emmetrope may require some minus
underwaterbecause of the colorshift.In thelattercase,however,

Lens wear precautions
What then are the contraindicationsfor softlensesduring
dive activity? As compared to RGP lenses, hydrophilic lenses
absorbandretainany surroundingfluid.If amaskbecomesfilled
with sea water and not purged quickly enough, the soft lens
wearer's eyes may become very irritated. For unlike lakes or
swimming pools, sea water may be 25 times more hypertonic
than tears. However,the degreeof irritationis no more than that
experienced by a swimmerwearing no lenses.It should also be
noted that soft lenses soaked in hypertonic solutionstend to fit
looser. But the accidentalaccumulationof seawaterin alens
33939
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tacles to contacts, less accommodation is required to focus on
near objects. However, image displacement underwater still
requires that additionalplus (similar to the presbyope) be added
to the contact lens Rx.
It isnotknownhow manydiversstillpursuethe sportafter
receiving implants following cataract surgery. But it may be
assumed that their numbers will increaseas the generalpopulation of divers increases. Again, whatever add is required in air
must be increased to account for the forward image displacement that occursunder water. Sincethe blue shift and chromatic
aberrationof the eyewouldimpactpseudophakicsmore than the
general population, it is highly recommended that a face mask
with a compensating tint be used.
Monovision: If a patient already wears one contact lens
adjustedfor near vision, then it only remains for the power to be
increased (Figwe 4). ~ ha 50~year ~old 6,D myope requiringa
+1.25 D monovisionadd in air would need about+2.00 D when
he divesdegree
increases the accommodative
burden, though the actual amount of additional add is more
related to object displacement than refractive error. Interviews
with presbyopic divers reveal excellent results while wearing a
monovision contact lens correction. Presbyopic divers wishing
to try monovision, should be tested in the office with the usual
fitting techniques,keeping in mind that additional strengthmay
be required in the near vision eye.
Are there disadvantages in wearing a monovision Rx
while diving?Forexample,dowelose3-Dclues?Sincethereare
gross spatialdistortionsunderwaterand distanceestimationand
stereoacuity are so poor to begin with, professional divers
require special courses to relearn hand-eye coordination
skills.
But for sport divers, whose main enjoyment is
passively viewing the underwater scene, we need not be overly
concerned that monovision will pose a problem. In any case,
depth cues using non-stereo vision are usually gained by experience. However, in special instances, such as underwater photography in which distance estimation is critical (the camera
mustbe setaccordingtothesubject'sdistance),monovisionmay
prove troublesome.
Finally,there may be a small number of patients who are
already adapted to some type of bifocal contact lens. In such
cases, one need onlyinquirewhetherthe currentbifocallensadd
is suficient for the near tasks encountered by the patient during
diving activities. However, since bifocal lenses are costly,
monovision or a combination of a bifocal and distance lens
should be suggested as an alternative visual correction.

ReserveAccommodation for a 6 Diopter Myope
at DifferentAges
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Figure4 Atage 40, the contactlens corrected 6 Dmyope c
o
n an
underwaterobjectplaced 25 cm away and still have about 1 D accommodation in reserve.However, 1Oyears later,no reserve is lefrand 2 D of add
are required in the
viewing simtion. m e actual amount of &tion
over the distance Rx is indicated by the negative numbers.

a compensatory tint in the face mask should prove adequate.
TheMyopic Diverwith Presbyopia: Thedemographicsof
scuba diving indicate that the fastest growing segment are
persons over age 40. Because of limitations imposed on vision
(due to scatter and turbidity), the visual attention of the sport
diver is usually restricted to objects ranging in distance from
about 3 m to 15 cm. In addition to age-related accommodative
loss, more accommodation is required when myopes switch
from spectacles to contact lenses.42Figure 3 compares the
accommodative demand made when a -6 D (spectacle corrected)myope with the Rx on thefacemask wearscontactlenses
while viewing objects at a variety of distances in air and water.
At 40 cm, about 1.5 D more focusing is required when wearing
a contactlensunder water than when viewing the sameobject in
air using the equivalent spectaclecorrection.If a closer viewing
distance is required, say while checking a depth gauge or wrist
watch, the extraaccommodationmay exceed 2 D. A cautionary
note is worth mentioning.In additionto the extra focusingeffort
by the lens wearer (Figure 3), there may also exist a further
accommodativeburden if the contactlens Rx was over-minused
in orderto compensateforthe blue shift.Of course,if adiverhas
only a lowdegreeof myopia(lessthan -3 D), then the additional
accommodationrequired is significantlyless.
It is obvious from the above that careful consideration
must be given to the degree of presbyopia in an individual
patient. Since accommodative reserve is age-related, we have
graphed in Figure 4 the extantreserveforthe 6.00 dioptercontact
lenscorrectedmyopeviewingan object25cmawayfordifferent
ages.Again,thecomparisonmadeisbetweenair and
viewing;minus numbersindicatehow muchplusmust be added
to the Rx in order to focus on the object.Note that a 50year old
diver requires almost twice the add power when viewing the
object underwater as in air.
Hyperopia and Pseudophukia: Because the blue shift
underwater aids hyperopic correction, less overall plus may be
required. Additionally, when the hyperopeswitchesfrom specthe CLAOjournal
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